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This paper propc~ses a model oriented towatis integrating farm households’ production and 
consumption decisions into a unified theoretical and econometric framework. It is argued that. 
in contrast with other forms of economic organization, farm households’ utility and profit 
maximization decisions are not l;kely to be independent. 

Econoraetric estimation of a farm-household model using Canadia.n data suggests that utility 
and profit maximizing dczisions are not indeed independent and, moreover, that there are 
significant gains in explanatory power and efficiency by estimating the consumption and 
production equations jointly. 

This paper is concerned with the analysis of labor supply and production 
decisions of households which also own and operate a farm. Distinctive 
features of these households are: (a) a significant proportion (often the wholej 
of the labor input used by the household farm is supplied by its praprietors. 
i.e., the household’s members; (b) the returns from the family far 
operation constitute an important proportion of the household’s income 
available for consumption and other purposes. 

The objectives of this paper are twofold: (1) to estimate labor supply 
production responses of farm households in Canada considering 
interdependence between utility a.nd profit maximization decisions which ma 
arise from features (a) and (b), and (2) to formally test the 
independence of utility maximization and profit maximize 

This study differs from previous analyses of farm 
following respects. 
between farm and o 
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le a~lo~ati~~s of their time in farm and off- 
Ilabor 

eover, 
n (i.e., labor supply) and producticm 

pro&s from the farm operation on the 
y Lin and Yotopouios (1978) have used 

refit function estimated independently by 
Lau and Lin (1976) as a component of the farm household 

contrast, we jointly estimate the labor supply and the profit 
notion ifvia the output supply and input demand equations) and show that 

s in explanatory power result from doing this. 
functional forms used by the above mentioned studies in 

preferences and production technologies are rather restrictive. 
s are assumed to be either homotbctic to the origin or to al fixed 
‘$e commodity space (atEme homotheticity) and a Cobb-Douglas 

uction function is used. e use a somewhat more general specification 
lly test whether the special forms of 

ity used in previous studies hold, and we use a flexible functioaal 
for representing the farm profit function. 

Tt is assumed that households maximize utility subject to a j 
contrast. Utility is a function of the goods consumed, the number of 

on-farm work, and the numGber of hours of off-farm work. The budget 
‘C indicates tbat the total expenditures on consumer goods car-mot be 

reatcr tha.n the total income obtained by the household. This income 
co~is~ of the net income obtained from the family farm’s operation, 

a di;tiI profit function conditional on the number of hours of 
e houschoid members supply to their own farm, the non-labor 

es tbe retutr ned from financial and real assets 
old 2 rd tbe employment income. 

y maximization problem of the farm-house 
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utility function, 

6.3 

x =(X 1,. . .,X,) is the N dimensional vector of consumption goods, 
L, -number of hours of work supplied to the family farm by household 

members, 
L, =number of hours of off-farm work, 

PP( = rental price of reommodity n consumed by household members, 

Y = net non-labor income, 

4 ==price vector of the s net outputs the family farm prolduce (using the 
convention of representing outputs as positive quantities and inputs as 
negative quantities), 

H -total number of hours that household members have available for all 
activities, 

w2 = wage rate received by household members when they work off-farm. 

Further, n(q; L,) is the family farm’s conditional profit function defined: by’ 

~(4; L,) =max {qTQ:(Q; L,) E ;I;>, 
Q 

where Q=[Q1,Q2,.-. ,Qsj is a column vector of net outputs (outputs and 
r-?-.,+,1 rre..a 
Iiipuiaj uuu 7 is a closed, bounded and convex production possibilities set. 

It is assumed that the utility function f(L,, L,; X1,. . D, X,) satisfies the 
following regularity conditions [Diewert f 1474) J: 

A.I. det’lned and continuous from above for X, L1, L2 2 0, 
A.2. quasi-concave iu its arguments, 
A.3. non-decreasing in X, 
A.4. non-increasing in L1 and L2. 

The fact that the farm pro% function is dependent on L, and t 
preferences are allowed to be at&ted differently by on-farm and off-& 
time allocations signifies that farm househo!d utility and profit rnax~m~~~~t~~~ 
cannot in general be dichotomized. That is, labor sup 
decisions are interdependent mainly 
L, is endogenous, dependent o 
sides of the model. ?‘lt& iinter 
( 9) houseMds’ utility 
~location of that s~~~!y 
that 
perfe 
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use of either of these assumptions allows one to consider the s’hadow 
ous e to t?x off-farm rate if 

e fate if Assumption 2 
s the :i~t~~~e~~~en~e ,of utility arid profit 

to the effects of farm profits on househofd 

mptions are likdy to bz unrealistic we do not rely on 
d that the disutility associated with diverse 
Utility differences associated with differeut 
be even greater when one of the activities 

large component of entrepreneurial work 
vity. Assumption 2 is also dubious if me 

s dif!ferences in supervision costs and differences in educational kvels 
ilk and hired labor. Additionally, the 

betveen hired and non-hired labor has 
ricahy estabhshed in studies applied to agriculture [e.g. Barichello 

ut~l~~~ function can be represented in a more convenient form by a 
tr~~~fo~atio~ of the variables in f(s), 

U(H--L,,H-L~;X,,.~~,X,)=f(L~,L~;X~ ,..., X,). (2) 

e p+3vantage o U(H - - L1, H - L,; X,, . . .,X,) is that it is defined over 
-negative or&ant, and the corresponding bu constraint may be 
using non-negative prices and positive income ewert (1971)]. It is 

sy to verify that if f satisfies conditions A then U w tisfy A.l, A.2., and 
tion A.4 for U will read ‘non-decreasing in H-L,, H - Lz', 
) it is now possible to reformulate model (1), 

max U(H-L,,H-L2;Xj, 
Ii-t,,Ii- -.,,x 

to 

(3) 

at ~~o~str~~~t (in) is not beading. This implies 
: z-a&s md cxmmm&ty prices households will consume some 
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Model (3) can significantly simpiified if !the production ~~chnol~~y 
exhibits co~staI~t returns to scale. If the production technology exhi 
constant returns to scale and if there are no fixed, factors of production t 

the profit function is hai’mogeneous of degree: one in L1 and can be 
decomposed as follows?’ 

46 4) = mw, 
where S(q) is non-negative, convex, continuous, and linear homogeneous in q. 

Using (4) the utility maximization problem (3) may now be written as 

max U(H--L&6.Lz;X), (51 
H-L,,El-L,,X 

subject to 

(i) pX+E(q)(N-L,)+w,(H-L,)sH(ii+w,)=i-y=Z, 

(ii) (W-L,) 20, W-L,)D, X20, 
(iii) (H-L1)~H, (H -L,) 5 H. 

The advantage of using (5) rather than (3), is that (5) is a standard 
maximization problem with a linear constraint provideld that 5(q) is known 
and that constraint (iii) is not binding. Thus, standard d.uality theory [see, for 
example, Diewert (WI)] can now be applied in order to derive equations for 
household commodity demand, labor supply to tlhe household farm, and off- 
farm labor supply. The wage rate for on-farm work, C(q), is determined by 
the farm production technology, output, and input .prices. 

An indirect utility function, G(p,%, w,;z) can thle,efore be defined in the 
standard manner, 

G;pp S(q), ~‘2; z) = max (U(H-L,,N-L,;X): 
H-L,,ff-L,,X 

(6) 

(i) pX+i?(q)(H--.L,)+w,(H-L,)SZ, 

(ii) H- L1 20, N--L&O, x20,), 

where G is continuous, quasi-convex in pY ii and pvz, nolrl-decreasing in 
decreasing in Z, and homogeneous of deg zero in p, 2, w2 ayd Z. 

From (f! it is possible to derive the arshallian demand functions: for 

-L,, - L2 and X using 

(i) M-L,= - (~~/~~(q))/(~G/~Z) = +(p, % ~2, Z). 



is the ~on~tiona~ net supply of commodity i. The uncondition,al net 
tained $y using (‘7.i) in j8), 

i=l s. ,**., (9) 

represent the set of supply and demand responses obtained 
ch considers consumption and production activities of the 

an integrated framework. Changes in the: 
smitted to the net output supply functions via the 

in (9). Similariy, changes in the production side 
decisions not only via Z but also by chan@rtg the 

of L,, i.e., by changing j!(q) in (7’). Thus if output prices 
e household will reconsider its consumption and 

cause ,the increased output prices imply a higher 
of on-farm work [it(q)]. 

ulating a f,~ncl;ional form for the indirect utihty function (6) a lnajor 
tion was that the cross-sectional data used in the study, arc 

by c=ensu~ divisions (see section 4). This imp&x restrictions ton the 
era&y of the functional form postulated for the indirect utility 

n shown that homothetictty to the origin of preferences is a 
ndition for consistent aggregation [German 

is a more general restriction on 
t aggrega~o~ 

rons. Consideri 

F, we Wlacksrby et al. (i!78). 
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edu~at.io~ s~~sta~tia~~y affect labor supply and commodity deman 
uffman (19’77) and oodland ( 197’7)]. n approach commonly 

used has been to seholds into gr ps of appro~ately 
homogeneous charac.tetistics and then proceed with the estimation of 
preferences for each homogeneous group separately. The approach follo 
here :makes use of the property of the GPF’ wJhi& allows for differen 
households’ preferences via changes in the function A( - ). It is assumed that 
households’ educational level (E) and number of dependents (F) affect 
preferences by changing the reference or base surface, i.e., affecting A( -). 
Thus,, instead of estimating a function hke G in (10) for various homogeneous 
households groups, it is preferred to estima.te (10) using G(C, w2, p; E, 
considering all households at the same time. Given that E and F do nut 
affect the function $(a), the households’ expansion, paths are parallel even if 
these characteristics vary within a group. Thu.s, it is assumed the education 
and number of dependents affect optimal commodity or leisure ratios, but 
that the marginal propensity to consume is not affected. 

The postulated functional form for (1) consists of a i-ES form for 
$(jEl, w2,p) and a generalized Leontief form for the .GjZ, w2, p:, E, F) function 
[Blackorby et al. (1978)J 

Z- i f, GijptpJ-t- i lipiE+ i bipiF 
G= 

izzl j=l i=l i=I 

l/P , i, j= 1,2,3, ill) 

where 6i j = 6ji, I;, Bi, OLi and p are parameters to be estimated, and pi zz= iI, 
pa = w2, and p3 = p. 

Using Roy’s identity one can derive the demand equations in expenditure 
fOlTll, 

ote that it is possi Ie to test for homoth~~ticji;y to t 



-=O for i+j, then preferences would be homothetic to a fixed 

e after tax income 
to mod.jfy model ( 12)1 in order to 

traint ia (8) now considering taxes can be 

es paid as a function of the household’s taxable 
‘r + wzLz + y -Ex, where Ex are the tax exemptions. The tax 

me in tax bracket i, 

(13) and (10) and defining I?i~(l-fli)it and wziZ(l--B~)~,, 

S. (12) are estimated u&g the after tax values Ci, W2ir and Zi as 

lo order to estimate the production side of the model we estimate the 
it function of the household’s fii. The conditional profit 
adent on a vector of net output prices, q,, on the lev ~7, of 
d by the firm and OD the produc;ion technology. The prices 

ate output price (ql) and the following factor 
d structures (qz), hired labor wage rate (q3), 

ntal price of other forms of capital 
rences in the production technology 
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the supply of net out uts in a non-neutral way. Thus, the variabie education 
is considered as a factor affecting profits, and, hence net output su 
allowing for meas~ri~ differential effects of education on the demand for the 
different inputs. 

Factor (b) may also affect the level of profit and the net output supply 
functions in a non-neutral manner. It was therefore decided to add dummy 
variables for four regions to the conditional profit function. 

Consequently, assuming constant returns to scale and specifying a 
Generalized Leontief conditional profit function we have 

dq; Li!=Ll i i bijq?qJt + i aiq,E + i t Ci,D,q, 
I 

, 
w-9 

i=lj=l i=l i=lk=l 

where bij = bji, 
corresponding to 

Given (16) the 

ai and e’ik are parameters, and Dk is the dummy 
region k. 
net output supply responses per unit of family labor can be 

obtained using Hotelling’s lemma. Thus, 

QiIEl =,il bijiqjlqi)’ +aiE + i GD,, i=l,...,$ (17) 
k=l 

the net output supply equations are 

where 

Q1 .=output supply, 
- Q2 = demand for land structures, 
-Q3 =demand for hired labor, 
-Q4=demand for animal stocks, 
- Q5 = demand for farm capital. 

3.1. The ectinometric model 

To estimate eqs. (12) and (17) it is necessary to assurnlz a stochastic 
structure. It is assumed that the disturbances are additivr: and no 
distributed with zero means and positive semi-definite variance-cw 
matrix S. Thus, if (12) and (17) are written in a ore compact n~~tat~o~ an 
if disturbance terms are added then the estimating model is 

0) 
(ii) 

(iii) 
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The system plf ~qs. (18) is jointly estimated, after dropping the 
~~~~~pti~~ gmds ~x~~d~ture equation, using a cull-~nformatio~~ 

eters of the utility 
the co~ceutrat~d 

f~~ct~o~~, L, are chosen, 

= number aof equations, 
= number lof observations, 

sohrte value of the determinant of the matrix of derivatives of the 
isturbances with respect to the endogenous variables. 

t the number of households varies across the different census 
a;_iances of the disturbance terms will be different for the 

vations even if the individual household’s disturbances are 
constant. Thus, one may expect that the disturbances of the 

estimates are heteroscedastic. To correct this we multiply through 
he square root of the number of farms in each census division. 

3.2. Tesring for imriepetience of utidity and profit maxiimization decisions 

Ily test the hypothesis of independence we use as a reference a 
on this hypothesis similar to the one used by Lau et al. (1978). 
avoids the problem of mterdependence by assuming that 

olds are indifferent between working on their own farms and off-farm 
e earners. This allowed the authors to use the off-farm wage rate as 

ogenous price of leisure under the implicit assumption that 
ehofds do o&farm work. Thus, such a model is the following: 

the unconditional 
all other van&es 

is model the assumption of constant returns to scale nee 
~~onditio~al) profit 



maximizing equati.ons fro C(e) and using Hatelling’s lemma the 
unconditional net output supply responses are obtained from ~(q, w’~; E). 
Thus, the estimating model is 

(0 H-Ll-L2=g2(p,w2,2;E,F)+~,, 
(ii) Qi = h’(q, ~2; E) + Ci, i = !, . . . ?, 5, 

(iii) L, = h”(q, w,; E) -I- f6, 

(iv) X=g”(p, w,,z; E,F)-t-j&, 

where the 8’ and hi are functions solving (20)). 
odd (21) is estimated using the same functional forms for the indirect 

utility function (Gorman Polar Form) and for the profit function 
(Generalized Eeontief) used In estimating the model based on the hypothesis 
of interdependence defined by (18). As in model (18). it is necessary to drop 
one of the equations of the consumption side in (21j. It is arbitrarily chosen 
to drop the equation corresponding to the demand for goods (21.iv) 

Before proceeding with a description of the testing procedure it is 
convenient to comment on the structural differences between the two models. 
The central difference is that while in model (28) the ‘tabor supply and 
consumption goods demand equations jointly reflect the household’s 
preferences and the firm’s production technology, in model (2 i j they are 
solely determined by the household’s preferences. Furthermore, in model (20), 
although the net output supply responses conditional on L1 are not a&ted 
by the household’s preferences, thle implicit unconditional net output srrspfy 
responses (i.e., when L, is considered variable) are also jointly determined by 
the household’s preferences and the firm’s production technology. This is in 
contrast with model (21) wherle the unconditiorral net output supply 
equations are defined independently of the household’s preferences. 

The problem in formally testing the null hypothesis of independence, I.e., 
that model (21) holds, against the alterncrtive hypothesis of no independence 
using model (18), is that the parameter space of one of the models is not 
contained in the parameter space of the other. That is, we are dealing wit 
separate families of hypotheses and the standard tests cannot be em 
[Golfdeld and Quandt (l.3’72)]. There are a. number of alternative 

families of hypothes 
) test. which allows one to 

test the truth of a linear or non-linear and multivariate regression mo 
ested a~te~~~ative 
for testing the 

represented by eqs. (21.9 to (2l.iii) against the 



.i’), (I.&ii) and (l&iv) suggests the estimation of the 
uation system: 

t (^) above the functions indicates expected 
t the second terms of the right-hand sides 
values 1:obtained from mod& (18)3 of L,, 

i-l 5 ,..‘Y , 

or predicted values. 
represent the predicted 
L, and Qi rather than 

e null hypothesis ttiat utility and profit maximization 
nt [i.e., that model (21) is the true model] is tested 

st the alternative hypothesis of interdependence represented b:l;! model 
by jointly testing whether & =0 for k = 1,. . . ,7. It is clear that if H, is 

t-ha.nd side correspond to model (21) modified in 
rder to obtain a spec& equation for L, from (21.i) and (21 .iii). The 

in (22) should be carefully considered: the model 
s not provi.de two labor supply equations It 

efines one aggregated labor supply equation, and a demand equation 
is determined at the firm level. Hence the equation for Lz [i.e., 

N --2(a) - tS’( -)] has been obtained from model (21) as a residual reduced 
only for the purpose of making model (22) comparable to model (18). 
the equation l’or L,, obtained after some transformations ,of model (21) 

n made, does not tori-espond to a household’s behavioral equation. 
household’s behavioral equation in model (21) is the total labor 
clion. 

assumption of constant returns to scale used in the alternative 
esis may cause some problems in the interpretation of the test. If the 

true production technology does not approximately exhibit constant returns 
e null hypothesis nor the alternative 

theses are true. ymptotic properties of the test are 
dificult to interpret the result of 
ackinnon (1981) have shown that 

=0 (for all k) and the variance of pk is 
22). This implies that the confidence interval for & 
is true and hence the probability of a type I error 

y given by the le\el of significance chosen.6 
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3.3. The data 

The data used were obtained from the 1971 agricultural and pop&tion 
censuses which report data. corresponding to 1970. It is not possible to have 
access to household data, because of tax confidentiality problems. However, 
aggregated data are available at the census division level. There are 
approximately 240 agricultural census divisions in Canada, and data are 
available in the form of total values per census division. Since data on the 
numbpr of farm households per census division are also available, one can 
transform the data into averages per household. 

The required data for this study are the number of days of off-farm work 
by household members, the number of days worked on-farm, the off-farm 
wage rate, the household’s non-labor income, output and input prices faced 
by the household’s firm, the farm Operator’s years of schooling, and t 

number of family dependents. An aggregated output price index and three 
input price indices, namely, the hired labor wage rate, an animal stocks 
rental price index, and a land renta. price index, are needed. Ttie price index 
of farm capital (machinery, implements and other intermediate inputs) is not 
available and is assumed constant across the observations. Farm machinery*. 
fertilizers and spray materials, in contrast with other farm inputs (such as 
labor, land, and livestock), are traded by large firms which operate at a 
national scale. It is reasonable to assume that these firms charge 
approximately homogeneous ptices for their products in the different regicns 
of the country, and thus the above assumption may not be too unrealistic.‘*’ 

4. Empirical restits 

4. I. Hq’pothesis testing 

The main hypothesis tested is that utility and profit maximization 
decisio.ns are independent, i.e., that bk = 0 for k= 1,. . . , 7 in (22). Othi;r 
hypot?:leses are concerned with the restrictions on the functional form of 
preferences, the: effects of education, and the effects of household depen 
In arder to’ carry out the hypothesis tests, asymptotic likeiihood 
were performed.’ Table i shows tbe estimated x2 values and t 

values for t.he 5(;/, and 1% levels of significance (LOS) for the correspo 

‘For a detail description of the dat,a used. see Lopez [!98Qb3. 
‘An importance issue is whether 1’370 was a ‘normal year’. Hf 1970 \bas indd a normaG yriir 

from the point of view of weather, input prices, and output prices, then one can interpret the 
results obtained as being related to long-run equilibrium responses. In general. it appears ?hai. 
although 197Q was not a perfectly ncrmir; year in .elation to he pre 
least this year cannot be singled out as a ~oto~ous~y abnormal one. 
the results obtained as long-run eqaiiibrir;m apply and deman responses is not toral!j 
inappropriate [Lopez ( 

‘See ?i:eil j1971) for garding the likeli 
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Table 1 

Cbi-square statistics for tbe various b)rpotl:;:sis tests. 

Critical. values 
DegRes of II_- 

$valwe fredom 5% LOS 1% LOS 

i27.20~ 7 14.07 18.48 
9.51a 3 7.81 11.34 

202.76’ 6 12.59 16.81 

28.63” 3 7.81 11.34 

S3.&2b 4 9.49 13.28 

62.8@ 3 7.81 11.34 

om. The first row of t;ab!e 1 shows the ,x2 value for the null 
is that utillilty and profit maximizzing decisions are independent 

inst the alternative hypothesis of interdependence, i.e., that & =0 for all 
li.. . ,? against the: alternative hypothesis that not all flk coefficients are 

lculated x2 is 127.20, which is higher than the critical .values at 
the 5% and 17;; LOS. Hence, the hypothesis that production a.nd 

decisions8 are independent is categorically rejected. However, 
the roles of the null and alternative hypotheses were reversed, i.e., when 

thesis was interdependence under constant returns to scale, the 
value was not suffkiently large to reject it at the 1% LOS. This 

er with the rejection of the hypothesis of independence suggest 
an interdependent model is more appropriate than the 

~~v~tio~l dictotomized model. 
thesis of afEiic homothetic preferences can be rejected at the 5% 

e can conclude that 
tic ‘o the origin, and 

restriction may induce set-l\ us specifkation 

1 are relaited to the effect o* education on 
qectively. Both h_ rpotheses are 
at education s~g~i~ca~ tl y affects 

utility funrc tion] and 
rote in dete~i~~ng factor demands. 

in previous studies 
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4.2. Supply and demand r~spo~wes 

he parameter estimates obtained by the joint estimation of 
consumption and production sides of the model are present;8 in table 2. 
asymptotic standard errors of the coefficients are presented in parentheses 
under the coefficients. Most coeEicients in the consumption and production 
sectors are significant, There is one degree of freedom for the parameters of 
the CES function which can be exhausted by any suitable normalization 
[Blackorby et al. (1978)-J. The normalization chosen is that the share 
parameter, dlZ, is equal to one. 

Table 2 

Parameter estimates of the consumption and production equations (fi ’ = G.394). 

I. Consumption sector [eqs. ( 12) / 

p= 0.980, aI= 3, a,= 1.124, a3= 41.45. 
(0.086) I --I (0.222) (10.35) 

Number of 
Leisure Leisure Consumption family 

ai,,li,b, 1 2 goods Education dependents R’ 

Leisure 1 
W-L,) 

Leisure 2 
(H-L,) 

Consumption 
expenditures 

612.5 -9.111 4.749 - 14.83 160.5 0.886 
(4.591) (3.746) (9.603) (3.205) (7.149) 

- 829.3 60.86 - 24.88 166.3 0.81’ 
(15.94) (6.16) (2.534’1 f 5.835) 

- - -2418 -2.812 42.76 
i 19.59) (1.055) (1.078) 

-~_--_c__~~~-.-__-_~-_ 

II Producrion sector f eqs. (17)j 

Hired Animal Farm Educa- 
bij, a, Output Land labor stocks capital ti0ll R” 

-- _-- __I_ 

output supply 113.6 147.4 - 99.09 - 39.61 -233.17 - 38.77 0.835 
(7.044) (2.562) (7.455) (2.755) (2.858) [ 2276) 

5emand for - 147.4 - 160.1 68.71 - 2.584 i50.2 15.56 0.427 
land (2.562) (1.969) (4.562) ( 1.683) (4.266) (1.414) 

Demand for 99.09 - 802.6 - 3T.01 - 88.86 -9.124 O.,YOI 
hired labor (7.455) (22.21) (4.702) (9.743) I1.199) 

Demand for 39.41 - - 7.518 2.359 
animals stocks (2.755) (4.795) (3.499) (0.3463 

Demand for 233.17 - - - 235.68 -32.-M O.X3J 
farm capital (2.858) (3.674) ( 1.?82\ 

bents of the re 



not to use them in the model actually reported. The results obtained when 
e used were less consi with economic theory 
elasti,city estimates appeared to be quite 

asure used is the ‘generalized RX’ which was 
d Cragg (1970). The coefficient obtained 

at the goodness-of-fit of the estimation is 
cients are provided for the individual 

omplementary information. 
n order for the estimated function G(e) to be a valid indi.rect utility 

he t’;nctions /i(a) and +( .) should be concave and monotonically 
In @ces. These properties were checked using the estimaisd 

was satisfied by both functions at 
lobally concave, that is, it i!~ concave 

are positive. Unfortunately, the function 
ot globally concave and, moreover, it does not satisfy this property 
of the observation points. Tke calculated matrix of elasticities of 

bstitution effects for approximately 55% 

ronal profit function reported in part II of table 2 should also 
ssess certain properties which have been checked for each of the sample 

irstly, the conditional profit fuaction has the correct gradients with 
ofit increases .tiith increases in the 

nction of input prices. Secondly, the 
positive at ea:;n of the sample points. 

irdly, the estimated conditional profit function should satisfy the required 
terminants of the principal minors 

of the estimated conditional profit 
nction were checked. Although this matrix is not positive semi-definite for 

of the observations, its diagonal elements are at1 positive for more than 
es that the own price net output 

gns when evaluated at most of the 

conditions are not met at several of 
reasons. It is possible that it might be 

om sample errors and that the ‘true’ underlying 
appropriate curvature conditions. This is supported 

y properties are missed by extremely 
L paints not showing the required 

ther r~mm could be related to the use of aggregate data, It is 
equations are 

e&l c~rcumsta~ce§, 
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ost empirical studies use aggregate data and, in fact, our data 
ted than the data typically used by most empirical studies. 

third reason may be related to the functional forms used. Although relative 
general, the functional forms utilized may be too restrictive. That is, if the 
‘true’ indirect utility and profit functions are not well represented by the 
functional forms used in the analysis then, obviously, the estimated functions 
wili not necessarily satisfy the properties of the true functions. This is 
naturally a risk which any parametric approach has to face. Finally, a fourth 
possible reason may be that producers simply do not maximize utility or 
profits. In this case the application of duality or, more generally, the use of 
the hypotheses af utility and profit maximization in the specification of the 
model is unjustified. 

Table 3 contains the on-farm and off-farm labor supply elasticities with 
respect to on-farm returns to farm household labor, the off-farm wage rate 
received by household members, and the household’s non-labor income. The 
own wage elasticities of labor supply are both positive when evaluated at 
mean values, with the off-farm labor supply elasticity substantiaily larger 
than the on-farm elasticity. However, the on-farm supply elasticity is negative 
at 8% of the observations and the off-farm elasticity is negative at 19”,b. 
These estimates are not comparabl-: with previous studies because previous 
studies provide estimates for aggre,;ate labor supply. The elasticity of total 
labor supply with respect to a simultaneous change in the on-farm labor 
returns and the off-farm wage rate is approximately 0.024, which is 
substantially lower than the labor supp!y elasticities obtained in Lau et al. 
(1978) using farm household data from Taiwan (0.16) and by Barnum and 
Squire (1979) who used data from Malaysia (0.08). Wuffman (1980). Jsing 
IJS. farm household data, obtained off-farm labor supply elasticit 
for husbands and -0.06 for wives. On the other hand, Wales and 
(1977) using a 
elasticities for 
average supply 
sloping section 
sioping part. 

sample of U.S. households also found small positive supply 
some households and negative elasticities for others. The 
elasticities for husbands was 0.1 I for those on the upward- 
of the supply curve and -0.32 for those on the downward- 

Table 3 

Labor supply elasticities (at mean values of the variables). 
-- -~- 

On-farm labor Off-farm Iaim-labor 
returns wage rate incomr 

- -._ 

Chfarm labor 
:rpply 0.119 - 0.107 -0.612 

Qffdarm labor 
WPlY - 0.259 0.180 -0.539 

Total labor 
supply - 0.237 

- . . 
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effects on labor supply. A 1% increase 
.I% decrease in the number of days of 

ffect of on-farm labor returns 
labor returns induces a 

pply of labor. The effect t>f non-labor 
. This can be compared 

by ,~shenfeltel~ and ckman, who found elasticities 
4.112 for males and sing U.S. cross-sectional data 

ucatitsn on bolth off-fa.rm and on-farm labor supply 
ported in tabie 2 is positive,, but its ef&t 

substantially larger than that on on-farm work. In fact, 
in formal years of schooling induces a 0.35% expansion 

in education leads to a 1.25% expansion 
The e&et of education on off-farm work can be compared 

an’s ~~?!~~ 4mated elasticity of off-farm work with respect to 
1, which was 1.03. 

t.s the estimated labor supply elasticities with respect to 
changes evaluated at mean values.” As might be expected, 

in the output price have the largest effect in terms of absolute values 
and on-farm labor supply. A 1% increase in output price 

the on-farm labor supply by 0.39% and decreases the off-farm 
of labor by approximately 0.85%. 
e 5 presents the sNupply and demand elasticities conditional on L1 for 

mean prices. The conditional elasticities 

elasticities can be interpreted as net output supply responses assuming 
y labor remain constant after a net output price has 
elements in tabie 5 show the own price elasticities 

are positive for output and negative for all inputs. 
nts are the conditional cross-e!asticities of supply for 

t of net output price qi on labor supply L, is 

j=l,2, i= 1 ,*.*, 5. 
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Labor supply elasticities with respect to net outpuf prices (at mean values of the variables]. 
.--.- _-. P-1__ _. 

Output Land Hired h\bor Animal stock 
PI&e 

Farm c;apit;d 
PrilX wage faie price price 

-_ -I- - 
0)n-far,n labor 

supr lY 0.390 -0.046 -0.02 I -0.015 -0.145 

Off-farm labor 
SUPPlY - 0.849 0.101 0.059 0.033 0.315 

- --- 

Table 5 

Conditional net output supply elasticities (at aean values of the variables). 

Output Land Hired labor Animal stock Farm capita! 
price Pl-iW wage rate PliCe price 

output 0.332 0.113 -0.126 - 0.049 - 0.269 
Land -0.912 -0.418 0.458 -0.016 0.888 
Hired labor 1.557 0.797 - 0.420 -0.600 - I .334 
Animal stocks 1.103 - 0.053 - 1.10? - 0.006 0.063 
Farm capital 0.626 0.298 -0.260 0.005 - 0.660 

-- 11__- 

Table 6 

IJnconditionai net output supply elasticities (at mean values of the variables). 

Output Land Hired labor 
prim PIiCe wage rate 

Animal stock Farm capital 
PIiCe price 

output 0.732 0.066 -0.153 -0.064 -0.414 
Land -0.522 --0.464 0.430 - 0.03 1 0.743 
Hired labor I.947 0.750 - 0.447 -0.66 - 1.479 
Animal stocks I.493 -0.099 - 1.134 -0.021 - 0.082 
Farm capital 1.016 0.251 -0.287 -0.010 - 0.535 

Table 6 contains the u~~o~~i~~o~~~ supply a& demand elasticities.” ‘I 

elasticities measure the a&la1 market net output supply responses aft 

“The unconditional effect of a change in net output price qj on out 
derived using (8), 
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erects of output or factor price changes on family and operator labor supply 
icity obtained is, 0.73, which is 

4at Bower than su ained in previous studies for 
weeten and Quance (l?65), using different 

ares, obtained estimates of 0.31, 1.79, and 1.52 for iong-run aggregate 
sanely elasticities in U.S. apiculture. The effects of factor price 
on output supply are generally smakl.with the zx;eption of the farm 

ce. A 1% Increase in the farm capital price induces a 0.4’j/ decrease 
supply, Changes in the land price index have a small effect on the 

and for ah inputs with the exception of hired labor. Factor demands are 
responsive to changes in r own prices. All factors present rather 

tc demand schedules. These ates can be compared with previous 
.S. and Canadian agriculture. Binswanger’s (1974) own factor 
icity estimates for U.S. agriculture are -0.34 for land, -0.91 

- 1.089 for machinery, and -0.95 for fertilizers. Lopez’ (198Oa) 
estimates for Canadian agriculture are -0.52 for labor, -0.35 for farm 

-0.42 for land, and -0.41 for intermediate inputs. Thus, although 
Its are not entirely comparable because the disaggregation of inputs 
nt and because these studies estimated compensated price elasticities 

r a constant level of output), the general pattern of inelastic factor 
demands is cf-,nsistent in the three studies. 

fact that the effect of the price of land on output supply is slightly 
e or, equivalently, using the symmetry conditions, the fact that the 

t of output pnce on demand for land is negative is quite surprising and 
suggest that land is an inferior input, Although economic theory does 
r-event the existence of inferior inputs, this result is indeed unlikely. One 

e r-n could be that as the output price increases and hence as 
omposition changes towards outputs 
i.e., from crops to poultry and hog 

ction. Thus: although the pure output scaie effect may be positive, the 
ve effect on de*mand for land due Ito changes in the composition of 

ssible that the positive effect of land 
to insufficient ad.justment for land 

s part of the land price variability may be associated 
s may also imply better land 

t on output supply. 
cance of &ucation on net output supply implies that the 

urce allocation is eon-neutral, The 
ock forms i>f capital and land and 
a negative effect on output levels, 
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agriculture. Education would allow farmers to consider alternative, 
more profitable, sources of investment. Thus, the main effect of education 
wouid be to induce cost savings rather than output expansion. A 13, increase 
of non-labor income would lead to a reduction in the on-farm labor supply 
and the scale of production of 0.16% (ta.bie 3).12 Thus, increasing the assets 
of farmers which yield higher non-labor r&urns leads to quite an important 
contraction in the scale of agricultural production (including output supply 
and input demand). This effect has been ignored in previous stulics which 
have assumed that changes on the consumption side have no effects on net 
output supply. 

Under the assumptions used, the impact of the off-farm wage rate on the 
scale of production is identical to its effect on on-farm labor supply. Thus, 
the elasticity of on-farm labor supply with brespect to the off-farm wage rate 
is -0.187 and. therefore, the elasticity of net output supply with respect to a 
change in w2 will be the same. Wcnce, a 1% increase in off-km wages 
received by farmers will cause a contraction in net output supply of 
approximately 0.1%. 

5. Conclwions 

A number of important conclusions emerged from the study: 

(1) 

(2) 

(31 

(4) 

The hypothesis 0.“‘ independence between iztility maximizing and profit 
maximizislg decisio 9s; was categorically ri=jected. Moreover, it was shown 
that important gains in explanatory power result from estimating the 
prod,uction and consumption sectors jointly. 
The cross-effects between the unconditional net output supply equations 
and the labor supply responses were quantitative!y very strong. 
The frequently used hyputhesis of homotheticity of IPreferences has been 
rejected. IHowever, the test of the hypothesis of &ine homotheticity 
provided less conclusive results; affke homotheticity was rejected at a 9, 
level of significance but not at 1% 1eveI. 
It has been shown that farm operator’s educational level has a significant 
non-neutral effect on the demand for inputs. orec ver, educatio 
has a significant effect on labor supply responses an induXs a re- 
allocation of the lhousehotd’s labor from onfarm to o W-farm work. 

Addit~o:~,ally, it is noted t at the model estimakd exp 
household’s consumption and production decisions reasonably 
model generates results which are generally consistent with econ 

resents 8 substa ect !:0 pdrPv+w- ~f~l~k L..blY obL*ulU. 

‘Wsing eq. (8) the effect of an increase in non-labor inmme ,m nc:t output st.hr;;l? c’an hz 
sblained as 

a~~ji’+ =(aL,/SZ)(dL/ay)(~7Tj~qji=(iL,~c'!')ic:~:i)yj). 
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